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THE TOMB OF RAMESSES IV AND THE TURIN 
PLAN OF A ROYAL TOMB 
BY HOWARD CARTER AND ALAN H. GARDINER 
JUST fifty years have elapsed since Richard Lepsius made known to the learned 
world a contemporary plan of one of the royal tombs at Thebes, discovered by him 
among the papyrus treasures of the Turin Museum'. Even at that time most of the 
tombs of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties at Biban el-Moluk were well known, 
and the plans of a number of them had been published in the tomes commemorating 
Napoleon's expedition to Egypt. Searching among these, Lepsius was not long in 
establishing the fact that the Turin plan recorded the dimensions of the tomb of 
Ramesses IV. That tomb had been visited and measured by Pococke2 as early as 1737, 
and had served Champollion as a lodging, described by him as " princely," on his second 
visit to Thebes. Nevertheless, no detailed measurements were available when Lepsius 
wrote his memoir, and such verifications as he was able to make were based on the 
none too trustworthy authority of the Description3. In 1873 Chabas printed an essay in 
which he corrected and improved upon many of Lepsius' renderings of the hieratic 
legends on the papyrus4, but he too lacked any further evidence as to the dimensions 
of the original tomb. About the same time, however, appeared a new survey by Mariette5, 
who seems to have planned a new study of the papyrus and of the problems connected 
with it. Nothing came of this, as of so many other of Mariette's projects; and it was not 
until 1884 that the subject was again broached by Lepsius, who thus, in one of the last 
articles he wrote, returned to a theme that had interested him some seventeen years earlier6. 
This was the first, and has remained the sole, attempt to utilize Mariette's measurements. 
Since then the Turin plan has slumbered in a peaceful oblivion, despite all the interest 
and labour recently expended on the tombs of Biban el-Mol'uk. Nor indeed does it differ 
in this respect from the vast majority of the papyri in the collection of rTurin, that richest 
1 R. LEPSIUS, Grundplan des Grabes Ramses IV in einem Turiner Papyrus: extract from A bhand- 
lungen der k6niglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1867. 
2 PocOCKE, Description of the East (1743), vol. I, pp. 97-9, with P1. XXXI. 
3 Description de l'Egypte: Antiquites, vol. ii, P1. 79, Figs. 7 and 8. 
4 FR. CHABAS, Sur un plan egyptien d'un tombeau royal a Thebes, in Melanges Igyptologiques, 
third series, vol. II, pp. 175-202. 
6 A. MARIETTE, Monuments Divers, P1. 37; reproduced as PI. I of Lef6bure's complete publication 
of the tomb, Les Hypogees royaux de Thebes: troisiame division, Tombeau de Ramses IV, being vol. xvi 
of the Annales du AMusee Guibmet, published in 1889. 
6 R. LEPSIUS, Uber die Masse im Felsengrabe Ramses IV, in Zeitschrift fur iigyptische Sprache, 
vol. xxii (1884), pp. 1-5. 
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of all repositories of Ramesside documents: it is symptomatic of the vast field which our 
science covers, and of the fewness of the workers in it, that we have as yet no critical 
study of the most famous of all Egyptian papyri, the royal canon of kings at Turin. 
The present article is the result of collaboration at a distance; and, the manuscript 
not having been read by Mr Howard Carter, who nevertheless provided much of the 
materials that went to its composition, our respective responsibility must be explained 
in some detail. Shortly before Mr Carter's return to Thebes last autumn, it occurred 
to the writer to propose to him a joint investigation of the problems connected with 
the Turin plan. The writer had studied the original papyrus, not without profit, some 
eleven years previously; and particular attention had been paid to the verso, which was 
found to contain other, thitherto barely noticed, dimensions of a royal tomb, whence 
the question arose whether these were not further details of the tomb of Ramnesses IV. 
Armed with a full translation and a tracing of the papyrus, Mr Carter set to work to 
control its data anew, and an ample budget of measurements and comments arrived from 
him not long ago, the bulk of which, together with his new plan and section, have been 
incorporated in the present article. Cooperation at a distance is not the easiest of 
matters nowadays, and the writer of these pages has been obliged to avail himself 
more freely than he could have wished of Mr Carter's permission to edit his contribution 
liberally. It is hoped, however, that in all points where our opinions might differ the 
individual responsibility of each has been made sufficiently clear. 
The first two sections deal with the recto and the verso of the papyrus and are 
mainly philological; the final section compares the data of the papyrus with those of 
the original tomb, and states the conclusions that may be drawn. 
I. THE RECTO OF THE TURIN PLAN (P1. XXIX). 
The Turin papyrus, though of considerable size, is a mere fragment, its present 
extreme measurements being 86 cm. in length and 24'5 cm. in height. An examination 
of the plan drawn on the recto (the side where the upper fibres are horizontal, or rather, 
are at right angles to the selides) shows that the upper half is intact as far as it goes, 
but that very little is preserved below the longitudinal axis of the tomb depicted. 
Nothing is lost to the left, the papyrus having been buried with its end rolled inwards 
and hence better protected than the beginning against damage by accident or rough 
handling. The internal testimony of the hieratic legends, as well as comparison with 
the original tomb, proves that three corridors similar to that marked W have completely 
perished on the right; from this it can be computed that the papyrus may have originally 
measured about a metre and a half long, by a height of some 45 cm. 
Before describing the verso and the texts written upon it we shall deal completely 
with the drawing and the inscriptions on the recto, leaving however the questions of 
measurement involved to be discussed in a later part of this article. Lepsius makes 
some apt remarks on the execution of the plan, but as they are mixed up with state- 
ments of more questionable value it has been thought better to repeat them here than 
to give a mere reference to the original treatise. 
The hillside in which the tomb was cut is symbolized by a brownish surface 
covered with a multitude of bead-like dots arranged in oblique parallel lines alternately 
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red and black-a conventional mode of representation recalling our modern device of 
hatching. The red contour-line bordering the brownish ground" roughly follows the 
outward extension of the tomb-chambers, and at the left, where these end, turns down- 
ward parallel to, and at a discreet distance from, the back wall of the innermost room. 
The same method of depiction may possibly have been retained for the lower portion of 
the plan, in which case the tomb will have appeared to occupy the centre of an irregular 
and quite conventionally shaped mountain. A preferable alternative, however, is to sup- 
pose that a horizontal base-line running well below the chambers of the plan represented the 
actual bottom of the mountain, so that the mountin will have been exhibited in elevation, 
though the tomb excavated in it is shown in ground-plan; we shall have occasion, when 
speaking of the doors, to point out a similar blending of the two methods of drawing. 
Another plan of a royal tomb, rightly identified by M. Daressy as the tomb of Ramesses IX, 
has been discovered on a large fragment of limestone now in the Cairo Museum'; but inll 
that case no attempt has been made to render the hillside. The best analogy for the 
convention adopted in the Turin plan is to be found in the hunting scenes of Theban and 
other tofmbs, where rolling hillocks of red splashed with deeper red and blte represent the 
undulating desert; the desert so figured extends only just far enough to offer a foothold to 
the wild animals rushing over it, and the splashes of colour probably depict pebbles on the 
surface, or else the heterogeneous granules composing the sand itselfP. 
The general character of the drawing is that of a ground-plan, but the doors are 
shown in elevation standing on their on their own ground-line as a base; the Egyptian draughts- 
man has attempted, as usual, to obtain without perspective all the advantages of a 
perspective drawing. Lepsius rightly compares the drawings of the palace of Akhenaton 
at el-Amarna and other similar representations elsewhere3, and draws a parallel between 
the Egyptian procedure here and the bird's-eye views of towns and buildings in mediaeval 
manuscripts. 
The Egyptian architect aimed at nothing so ambitiou a tious as a drawing to scale; for 
him it sufficed if his chambers were displayed in the correct order and with a rough 
approximation to the real shape and proportions; all details were left to the hieratic 
legends. The corridor Z in the Turin plan is shown as of much the samie size as the 
corridor W, though in reality there was a difference of 11 cubits between the respective 
lengths of the two. The disproportion is yet more glaring in the case of the niche T, d 
and the side-chamber Z, d: in the drawing these are nearly equal in size, but the 
inscriptions state that Z, d measured 10 cubits in depth, while W, d measured no more 
than a single cubit and 2 palms4. 
The thicknesses of the doorways are not shown in the papyrus; probably the elevations 
were deemed to be sufficient. This omission is even more striking in the case of the 
1 See DARESSY, Ostraca, P1. XXXII, no. 25, 184. The inscriptions are for the most part illegible in 
the photograph, but are givenl in transcription by M. Daressy in his article LUn plan eggyptien d'une tombe 
royale, published in Revuite Arche'ologique, Third Series, vol. xxxii (1898), pp. 235-40. 
2 See for example DAVIES-GARDINER, Tomb of Amenemhet, P1. IX and p. 31. 3 
See ERMAN, Agypten, pp. 254-5; WRESZINSKI, Atlas ztr altdgyptiscien Ktlturgeschichte, nos. 3, 
73, 74, 75. 
4 Lepsius, however, explains (p. 15) the drawings of W, d and Z, d as frontal elevations. This 
seems exceedingly unlikely in the case of Z, d, where a door is represented in the normal way. In the 
case of WI, d, however, the relation of height to breadth does agree singularly well with this hypothesis. 
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Cairo plan, for one or two of the doorways in the tomb of Ramesses IX, which it represents, 
are so extensive as to be almost equivalent to short passages. 
Alike in the Turin and in the Cairo plans the walls of the various chambers are 
indicated by parallel lines a short distance apart. One would have expected a single line, 
but the double line is easily explicable. the draughtsmnan has allowed himself to be 
influenced by the way in which he ordinarily represented the walls of buildings; in 
these, of course, the space between the two lines corresponded to the wall-thickness. 
One detail of the Turin plan did not find its explanation until Mariette published 
his improved survey of the tomb of Ramesses IV. From the middle of corridor W 
inner lines are shown which continue through X down to the Sarcophagus Chamber. 
Lepsius points out in his second essay on the papyrus' that by these is meant the sarco- 
phagus-slide, which starts, as Mr Carter's section (P1. XXX) shows, near the middle of W. 
All the doors are painted yellow, both in the Turin and in the Cairo plans. Doubt- 
less the doors so painted were of wood; they are all double and fastened by means of 
bolts, with the exception of the doors to Z, d and Z, e. In the midst of room Y is 
shown the sarcophagus; this is shaped in the form of a cartouche and painted reddish- 
brown dappled with black in order to imitate red granite. The actual sarcophagus is 
still in the tomb and is of rose granite; the lid bears upon it the figure of the 
king between Isis and Nephthys, as depicted in the papyrus2. Around the sarcophagus 
the papyrus shows six yellow rectangles, one within the other. Lepsius fancied that 
these might be intended for steps; "but at Bab-el-Meluk," he says, "no such raising 
up of a sarcophagus on steps has come to my notice." The view that the yellow 
rectangles represent steps is not at all inprobable, but one must imagine them as 
temporary, constructed in all likelihood for the sole purpose of getting at the sarcophagus 
on the day of the king's burial; and their yellow colour points to their having been of wood. 
Mr Gunn, to whom this suggestion is due, points out that the sarcophagus without its 
lid was nearly eight feet high; the mummy could not have been lowered into its place, 
nor, very possibly, could the final rites have been performed, without the existence of 
some temporary contrivane contrivance of the kind. The outermost rectangle but one differs fro 
the rest in consisting only of yellow corner-blocks, interconnected by red lines; might not 
these corner-blocks represent the bases for poles supporting a funeral canopy3? 
We must now turn to the hieratic legends describing the different parts of the 
tomb as shown in the papyrus; Lepsius' lettering both of the chambers and of the 
individual inscriptions within them has been retained. 
1 Zeitschrift ffur iagyptische Sprache, vol. xxii (1884), p. 2. 
2 Accordinlg to the copy published by LEF1BURE, op. cit., P1. XXXII, the goddesses have changed places 
with one another, and in the original they stand on (' <-signs; Mr Carter nrotes that the recumbent 
figure of the king is in the round, while the goddesses are incised only. The workmanship of the sarco- 
phagus is bold but not highly finished. The total height, including the figure of the king on the lid, 
is 3-32 m.; height of sarcophagus alone, 2'54 m.; thickness of lid, 0-41 m.; length, 3-55 m.; width, 2'05 m. 
3 Compare the canopy from the royal cache of D8r el-Bahri published by E. BRUGSCH, La Tente 
funeraire de la Princesse Isimkheb, Cairo, 1889. See too DAVIES-GARDINER, Tomb of A menemhet, PI. XXIV; 
BUDGE, Book of the Dead: Papyrus of Ani, 1913, vol. I, PI. 34. 
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FOURTH CORRIDOR, marked W in the plan. 
W, a, referring to the door: * f ' L-' n " Its door is fastened." This 
explanation is appended to the four double doors of W, X, Y, and Z respectively, once 
only (Z, a) with a slight difference of spelling; it is lacking from the single doors 
of Z, d and Z, e. What is meant is not quite clear. If the papyrus is a copy of the 
report made on the comnpletion of the tomb or, what is less probable, the report of its 
condition when finally closed up, smn might be interpreted "has been affixed" or "has 
been made fast" i.e. bolted; another possibility, however, is that smin is used pregnantly 
"is fastened" i.e. is capable of being fastened with a bolt'. To add to our doubts, the 
ordinary passive smn-tw might be expected, unless perchance smn is here intransitively 
used. Lastly, the pronominal suffix is none too clear: we shall see later that the doorways 
were reckoned, at least as far as the Sarcophagus Chamnber, to the room at the inner 
end of which they stood2; the door WF, a would on this view belong to "the Third 
Corridor" (V), the door X, a to "the Fourth Corridor" (W), and the door Y, a to 
"the Hall of Waiting" (t? wsht 'sk, X); Y, a would then presumably have to be restored 
smn sb[.s] not smn sb?[f]. It should be noted that sbl appears to mean the actual 
wooden door; for the entire doorway the technical term seems to have been hy(t)3 or wMnt4. 
W, 'b, along the entire length of the corridor above the door: E-E A n] 
Ij -^ I -I- flnIIuw1_ I-fll n 
,--_ /1lin Il \ 1 1\\ UX-] Si 11 I ! j lJJ i I I .. 
*I (0° ° "[The] Fourth [Corridor], of 25 cubits; breadth, of 
6 cubits; height, of 9 cubits and 4 palms; being drawn with outlines, graven with the chisel, 
filled with colours, and completed." 
The restoration is rendered certain by p? st?-ntr in Y, c below, and by various other 
passages both on the recto and on the verso; stW-ntr has sometimes the determinative [], 
sometimes is without a determinative. In almost every case st?-ntr "the passage of the 
god" can be appropriately translated "corridor"; apart from our papyrus this term is 
found (e.g.) in the Cairo plan, see above p. 132, footnote 1, in a graffito from the tomb of 
Ramesses IX (GUILMANT, Le Tombeau de Ramses IX, pl. LXIV), and on the Cairo Ostracon 
25,2696, of which a translation is given here, as it throws light on other terms used in 
connection with royal tombs:-" Year 4, third month of inundation, day 18, distribution (lit. 
giving) of charcoal ( i J @f4) at the end of the first corridor of the job ( __n 
l V77Sl\ ^ ). On this day, in its doorway (FroLL n3 1)7; 
1 Lepsius (p. 4) has felt the ambiguity of this phrase, but he is certainly mistaken in regarding sb? as 
here meaning "a lock"; he wrongly reads sin sb? w, which he translates "Einrichtung eines Verschlusses." 
2 See below footnote 6. 3 See below footnote 6. 
4 See GARDINER, Notes on the Story of Sinuhe, p. 95. 5 Lepsius and Chabas read wrongly 35. 6 See DARESSY, Ostraka, P1. LV. 
7 There are two points of interest here: (1) the doorway at the end of the First Corridor is considered 
to belong to it, as we have seen was the case in the Turin plan; (2) the word hy(t) hence obtains new 
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they were stopped(?) in it (this perhaps means that they were stopped in the First 
Corridor through lack of charcoal for their lamps). (Then) they penetrated into the next 
corridor, (namely) the second one" ( " I j q Lq _ < o > ii). Brugsch 
(Worterb., Suppl., p. 1149) has noted that st?, both alone and in compounds, always refers 
to a sloping construction, whether passage or ramp; with the genitive ntr it forms the 
compound st?-ntr, which is applied to the sloping axial passages of a royal tomb, or 
perhaps of any tomb. The way in which the term comes by this meaning is uncertain, 
but it may be remembered that in the Book of that which is in the Netherworld the sun is 
always represented as passing (st?) from subterranean chamber to chamber until it regains 
the eastern horizon; perhaps this is what is alluded to by ]2" the passage of the god." 
Since W is called the Fourth Corridor, three others must have preceded it towards 
the entrance of the tomb. This is confirmed by the actual tomb-plan. 
The manner in which the dimensions are expressed had best be studied here once and 
for all. The largest of the three immediately follows the name of the chamber without any 
indication of its precise nature; this, however, is always the "length" (Eg. L7V yPw) 
except in the case of W, d, "this chamber of 2 cubits," where the genitive expresses the 
height. The "breadth" (k wsht) is the lesser horizontal measurement; sometimes it 
may be equal to the length (W, d; Y, b; see the notes on these), in which case the 
tendency is to take as the length that horizontal measurement which lies in the axis of 
the tomb. For the " height" ===, variant r--, hy, Coptic !isoi, is invariably used, 
except in the case of W, d, as already mentioned. The term fi md-t "depth" occurs 
twice, in W, d and Z, c; for its use see the comments on W, d. 
The standard of measurement used throughout for all dimensions was the (royal) 
"cubit" o~ mh, Coptic ma^e (mostly abbreviated , 3), of 7 "palms" or "hand-breadths" 
' ssp, Coptic !qon (abbreviated `'), and of 28 "digits" or "finger-breadths" j db¢, 
Coptic rHat2e. As Lepsius concludes his second article with a lingering doubt as to 
whether the large cubit is really here used', his former conclusion having been that the 
smaller cubit of 6 palms was the unit employed, it will be well at once to bring the 
evidence of the verso to bear upon this point. In 1. 3 the dimension 7 cubits and 
elucidation. As the common writing 
VD 
indicates, this word properly means "ceiling," whence its 
occasional late signification "heaven." But in the same way as Cryt 'lintel' acquires the more general 
meaning "doorway" (see below, p. 147), so too hy(t) comes to signify "doorway" as distinct from the 
actual door (sb? or t-r); the old title smsw hyt held by officials of the Palace and of temples probably 
means "elder of the doorway," a dignified name for the door-keeper; the locus classicus for smsw hyt is 
SETHE, Urkunden, iv, 1073. 
1 The fresh point inferred by Lepsius from Mariette's new measurement of the tomb was that the 
large cubit was employed for the heights and breadths, while for the lengths he still leant to the hypothesis 
that the small cubit of about 0-450 m. is used. Lepsius' conclusion as to the unit employed in measuring 
the lengths is vitiated by three main errors: (1) the wrong reading 35 for 25 in W, b; (2) the allowance 
of 3 70 m. plus 0-76 m. only for the First Corridor; (3) his failure to recognize that the datum of 10 cubits 
for the length of Z, e is, on any view, a mistake of the ancient scribe. 
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. iv. 18 
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1 palm is added to the dimension 2 cubits and 6 palms, and the result is given as 
10 cubits; in 1. 4, similarly, 6 palms are added to 6 cubits, 3 palms, and 2 fingers, with 
the resulting total of 7 cubits, 2 palms and 2 fingers; this proves conclusively that the 
cubit here employed is the cubit of 7 palms. The argument from the actual dimensions 
of the tomb must be deferred for the moment, but it may here already be noted that 
the length of the building cubit is usually stated at 0'525m.1; Mr Carter prefers to 
assume 0'5231 m. as its length, basing his estimate on the mean measurement of the actual 
cubits in the Cairo, Turin and Liverpool Museums2. The difference is a minute one, and 
would affect the longest dimension on the recto of the papyrus, namely the 25 cubits here, 
only to the extent of four centimetres and three quarters. The total length of the tomb, 
given in Y d as 160 cubits and 5 palms, would, with the acceptance of Mr Carter's figure, 
be dimtninished only by 30 cm.; the difference between the total measurements as given by 
the Description, by Mariette and by Mr Carter is in each case as great as this3. 
The four descriptive phrases at the end of the hieratic legend here under consideration 
refer to the condition of the charrmber either at the time when the report incorporated 
in the papyrus was presented, or at the prospective moment when the tomb should be 
terminated; the word " completed" makes the former view the more probable. The 
formula employed recurs with slight variations of spelling in X, b, Y, b and Z, b. The 
pseudoparticiples4 ss "drawn," t? "graven" and nwh "filled" are, strictly speaking, more 
applicable to the designs upon the walls of the corridor than to the corridor itself; but 
Egyptian is not averse from such loose modes of speech, and it has seemed desirable to 
imitate this looseness in our translation. Anyone who has studied the Theban tombs at 
all closely will recognize the successive processes of decorating the walls that are here 
individually specified. First of all the "outline-draughtsman5" (fl5 !) drew the 
chosen design in red outline, as a rule using the proportion squares discussed by Mr Mackay 
in another part of the present number of the Journal. Next the " sculptor " or " chisel- 
wielder" ( VOt?w md?t) carved the limestone into low relief6. Finally 
a painter, probably called simply fb ss, the word which covers all the three meanings of 
1 Borchardt, following up a hypothesis first expressed by Professor Petrie, finds that several Old 
Kingdom buildings investigated by him show a round number of cubits in their dimensions. Arguing 
from this, he establishes the length of the cubit used in the pyramid of NeuserreC as 0-52507 m., see 
BORCHARDT, Grabdenkmal des Konigs Ne-user-re¢, p. 156. 
2 See Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, vol. III, p. 150. 
3 According to the table in Lepsius' second paper (p. 3) the total given in the Description amounts 
to 71-26m., that given by Mariette to 70-67m.; but these authorities allow only 3'70m. for the First 
Corridor. If we subtract this 3-70 m. plus the thickness of the first doorway 0-76 m. and add the 15-69 m. 
taken by Mr Carter as the length of the First Corridor the comparative figures are: Description 82-49 m.; 
Mariette 81-90 m.; Carter 81-58 m. 
4 The feminine forms in Y, b prove that the verbs are here pseudoparticiples, and therefore equivalent 
to descriptive sentences, not to mere epithets. 
6 See Recueil de Travaux, vol. xxiv, p. 186. 
6 The abbreviation , which here stands for " carved," often has to be read t? in other contexts. 
TV is used for 'to carve' in the Harris papyrus, see BRUGSCH, Worterb., Suppl. pp. 580, 1398; otherwise one 
might imagine that O e mtn, another common word for 'to carve,' was meant. 
^A/ n 
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"draughtsman," "painter" and "scribe," finished the reliefs in colourk. The word grh, 
which expresses just this act of finishing the decoration of the tomb, is written out 
in extenso in the parallel passages; it is used elsewhere in published (e.g. MARIETTE, Abydos, 
vol. I, P1. 50, 1. 14; PLEYTE-ROSSI, Pap. de Turin, PI. CVII, 1. 20) and unpublished (e.g. 
Leipzig Ostracon 13; Gardiner Ostracon 7) texts of finishing off pieces of architectural 
work or the like. 
WV, c. Legend inscribed within the inner lines marking the beginning of the Sar- 
cophagus-slide (see above p. 133). 
ML t< ( p,,1 n 7~ ,',, "Thle slide, of 20 cubits; breadth, 
of 5 cubits, I palm." 
The word rl-st? seems to be used here only in the technical sense of "sarcophagus- 
slide," i.e. the subway cut below the level of the floor and leading down to the Burial 
Chamber. What is the relation of this term to the semi-geographical name Rosta'u 
designating the funereal region over which Osiris and Anubis presided2? This is a 
complex region of passages (s_tw) and doors, mythologically conceived of as having both 
land-ways and water-wayss3: it is, in fact, a synthetic view of the subterranean world 
as it might be formed by any necropolis, or as it is formed by all necropoles together. 
The name is written in old times _C-- 
-@ and, in view of the general character 
of the concept which it expresses, the element st6w entering into it is not improbably 
a real plural: the entire compound may mean "the place of passages," or something of 
that kind. On this theory, however, the technical term r'-st? here, referring to a single 
passage of a very specific character, may well be a different word altogether; the word 
rl is not seldom used to create compound nouns with a more restricted sense than the 
simplex to which it is prefixed4. 
W, d. Inscriptions of this niche: (1) E- n (2) n (3) , 
(4) mf\ j "This chamber, of 2 cubits; breadth, of 1 cubit, 2 palms; depth, of 
1 cubit, 2 palms." 
The part of the tomb described as " this Ct" (" chamber" is not a quite satisfactory 
rendering, being too special) is a niche cut in the wall of the corridor W at no great 
height from the level of the floor. It is doorless, an additional reason that has enabled 
it to be considered as a recess in the wall of W, as Z, c is in the wall of Z, instead of 
being regarded as a lateral chamber, having, like Z, d, its own length, breadth anid height. 
1 MA m drw, see Louvre c 12; for drw see also BRUGSCH, W6rterb., p. 1561, where however the word 
is confused with another, trw or twrw (ib., Suppl. pp. 363-4) meaning 'blood-red' or even 'blood.' 
2 See CHABAS, op. cit., pp. 192-4; BRUGSCH, Diet. Geogr., pp. 765-6; BUDGE, Gods of the ,Egyptians, 
vol. I, p. 216; in the last place quoted here a doorway of Rosta'u bears the name J : ~2 
-\ 
k E [-] "hidden of passages." 
3 See LACAU, Sarcophages, vol. IT, pp. 195, 211; SCHACK-SCHACKENBURG, Zweiweyebuch, pp. 13-15. 
4 Examples: r?-wIt "path" beside w?t "road"; r?-pr "temple" beside pr "house"; r?-' "domain(?)" 
"boundary," abstractly, beside ¢ "hand," "region"; r?-hd in the Harris papyrus as a variant form of 
pr-hd " treasury "; r-b " stomach " beside lb t" heart." 
18-2 
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The fact that both W, d and Z, c were viewed in this way explains the use in both 
of the word n md-t "depth " to express the distance to which these recesses are 
sunk beneath, or behind, the vertical side-walls of the chambers to which they belong: 
the Indo-European languages use the term "depth" in precisely the same way. The 
height of the niche, being its greatest measurement, comes first, as explained on a 
previous page (p. 135). The horizontal dimension at right-angles to the "depth" could 
not well be described otherwise than as the "breadth," the two being exactly equal; 
had this dimension been greater than the " depth " but less than the "height," the term 
d(:zb ?w "length " would probably have been employed. The term hu does not occur 
in our papyrus; in Z, c it is avoided owing to the fact that the dimension at right- 
angles to the "depth" is not merely greater than the "depth," but is also greater than 
the " height," so that it comes first of the three and, according to custom, is left without 
further definition of its nature. 
HALL OF WAITING, marked X in the plan. 
X, a. Beside the door: t - -- "Its door is fastened." 
See on W, a. 
X, b. As name of the entire chamber X, along the upper part of it: (1) ' 0 
° d r ^t!!! Q \ .^j m i t(2) =r- - , io , n \af L-".,I I\, - _in la ~ , T_0 
a I .c_Q S 1 11 aG,,t ......(3) "The Hall of Waiting, of 9 cubits; 
breadth, of 8 cubits; height, of 8 cubits; being drawn with outlines, graven with the chisel, 
filled with colours, and completed." 
The name " Hall of Waiting" is found not only on the verso of the Turin papyrus, 
but also on the Cairo ostracon, where it designates the first of the three rooms which 
form the inner end of the tomb of Ramesses IX; this tomb differs from that of Ramesses IV 
in that its Sarcophagus Chamber lies at its extreme inner end, being separated by a 
pillared chamber from the "Hall of Waiting." Doubtless the name "Hall of Waiting" 
(wsht isk) was intended to designate the place where relatives, courtiers and subjects 
might wait before being admitted to the august presence of the Pharaoh; but whether 
the word isk "waiting" alludes in a still closer way to some particular phase of the burial 
rites is beyond our knowledge. 
X, c. Between the doors of X and Y and within the lines indicating the Sarcophagus 
Slide: 
I IS- C- A "En d of the sarcophagus-slide, of 3 cubits." 
Mr Carter's plan proves that this measurement refers to the end of the slide project- 
ing beyond the entrance to the Sarcophagus Chamber. The hieratic legend is therefore in 
the wrong place, doubtless owing to the fact that the place where it ought to be was reserved, 
in accordance with all precedents of Egyptian plan-drawing, for the door between X and Y. 
1 See BRuGSCH, W'rterb., Suppl., pp. 654-6. 
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SARCOPHAGUS CHAMBER, marked Y in the plan. 
Y, a. Beside the door: | j 9 '^i [f1 "[Its] door is fastened." I AAAA/~ I <=a J^ LJLt^J 
If, as explained in the comments on W, a, this door was regarded as that of the 
"Hall of Waiting," the suffix to be restored after sb? will be that of the feminine, not 
that of the masculine, so as to agree with wsht. 
Y, b. Description of the entire chamber, written along its upper side: 
(1) E- r^ I , 0, n,n,,, 
IO i , uo ~, i n , t ic^B <> I I-- I ,>RJl < 
| o _rfl f-: ^O.^^^^An^i^ K7I 
- 
E-_lIl JL<^c=tA a L' , , 1J iWAl/l OfM v ^ __ 11 In 
"Thel House of Gold, wherein One rests2, of 16 cubits; breadth, of 16 cubits; height, 
of 10 cubits; being drawn with outlines, graven with the chisel, filled with colours, and 
completed; and being provided with the equipment3 of His Majesty (he lives, prospers, is 
in health!) on every side of it, together with the Divine Ennead which is in the De'et" 
(the Netherworld). 
The name "House of Gold" is repeated below in Y, c, d; in the inscription P 
below, lines 1 and 4, this name is written Ln J, , and M. Daressy hesitatingly reads 
E- rU~~] as the legend of the Sarcophagus Chamber in the Cairo plan; the verso 
of our papyrus appears to give, however, the alternative name of " Chariot-Hall." It is 
not difficult to understand how this room might be called the "House of Gold," when 
it is remembered that Egyptian kinigs were buried with all their jewels and most precious 
possessions around them, a fact to which an additional descriptive clause here calls 
attention. But Mr Carter suggests another explanation: " the ground-colour," he writes, 
"is of a deep yellow, the customary colour of these halls." 
The words "together with the Divine Ennead which is in the Ds'et," or Nether- 
world, are perplexing: as they stand, it seems difficult to refer them to the scenes on 
the walls, though these, being taken from the Book of the Gates, do in fact depict a large 
number of deities of the infernal regions. Mr Carter believes that the allusion is to the 
figures of deities made of bituininized wood which are peculiar to the royal hypogea4; 
but see below p. 143, with footnote 3. 
Y, c. Under Y, b: 'I> -I 0 E- I. . 
nn ,, , Total, beginning from the First Corridor to the House of Gold, 136 cubits, 
2 palms." 
1 Note that before masculine words beginning with p the definite article p? tends to be omitted. So 
also Y, c. d.; P, lines 1 and 4; and pr-hd in Z, d. e., P, line 3. However in Y, d we find p? pr-hd written out. 
2 For the phrase nty .htp m cf. Abbott 4, 1; 5, 9. The indefinite pronoun here serves as a peri- 
phrasis for the name or title of. the Pharaoh, as often. 
3 Grg as a general word for " equipment" seems to occur here only. The sense is that of ht ~z 
grgq pr in Abbott, 4, 3. 
4 See DARESSY, Fouilles de la valle'e des rois, Pis. XXXI-IV and LV; CARTER-NEWBERRY, Tomb of 
Thoutmdsis iv, P1. V. 
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Y, d. Under Y, c: <.,=>~W i--l E,1n7<=o 
YWb I bn0 E1n ,,- 
-n, I 11 nt Beginning from the House of Gold to 
the Treasury of the Innermost, 24 cubits and 3 palms. Total, 160 cubits and 5 palms." 
The two first totals, summing up the measurements from the entrance of the tomb 
to the Sarcophagus Chamber and from this to the end of the tomb, together give the 
entire length of the tomb: 136 c. 2 p. + 24 c. 3 p. = 160 c. 5 p. For the meaning of the 
words pr-hd r (read n)l p. nfrw see below on Z, e. 
THE INNER CORRIDOR, marked Z in the plan. 
Z, a. Beside the door: [l jl*p 7 [3 -] " [Its[] door is fastened." 
See on W, a. 
Z, b. Along the upper side of the Corridor: (1) j 7, r 
- 
d n j J 
l_- n : i I III t \ I IIW;; 1 (2)A) II  
D,,( C 't S@e° m Vl.- "The Corrn- 
dor which is the Shabti-place, of 14 cubits and 3 palms; breadth, of 5 cubits; height, 
of 6 cubits, 3 palms, 2 digits; being drawn with outlines, graven with the chisel, filled 
with colours, and completed. That south of it as well 3." 
The name here given to the Inner Corridor Z is singularly inappropriate, for it can 
be shown with practical certainty that the place where the 
king's Shabti (or Shawabti) figures were stored was not the 
ii! i'\ corridor itself, but the two rooms Z, d and Z, dd on either side 
; J . jj of it. It is a familiar fact that the scenes depicted on the 
X == ga _ walls of Egyptian temples and tombs often illustrate the 
purpose of the particular chambers where those scenes occur. 
E X j ^ When, therefore, it is found that the paintings of Z, d and Z, dd 
`) Ml> m \ (o consist exclusively of representations of the Shawabti figures 
| Is! | yy (a sample from Z, d in the accompanying cut)4, when the recesses 
I 9 t | I : Z, c and Z, cc are seen to be adorned with little shrines contain- 
-> 
. .- - l {of ing images of the gods5, and when the Canopic jars, accompanied 
by a stool, a bed and some boxes, are noted on the walls of Z, e6, 
very little doubt can be entertained as to the use made of these various annexes of the 
1 Emend n for r, as in Z, e; it would indeed be possible to render the existing text "to the 
Treasury and to the Innermost," but a hendiadys of this kind would be quite un-Egyptian. 
2 The word s?bty seems to have been misinterpreted as a dual on account of its ending -ty; hence 
the duplicated determinatives j, which have a rather abnormal hieratic form. 
3 XA re, see Sethe's collection of evidence in Zeitschrift fi6r dgyptische, Sprache, vol. 47 (1910), p. 149. 
4 See LEFiBURE, op. cit., P1. XXXV. The actual Shawabti-figures of Ramesses IV contain, together 
with the usual formnula, the words that are noted on the tomb wall, see MARIETTE, Abydos, vol. II, 
P1. 60, c. 
5 Op. cit., Pls. XXXVII, XXXIX. 6 Op. cit., P1. XLI; see below the cut on p. 143. 
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corridor Z. Why then, it must be asked, was the term " Shabti-place" used to describe, 
not the two chambers Z, d and Z, dd to which alone it is strictly applicable, but rather the 
corridor Z, which deserves the name only as lying between, and hence serving to connect, 
those two chambers ? But before attempting to answer this question let us make sure that 
our translation of the words p? st-ntr nty mn st-s?bty is beyond suspicion. It is impossible 
to render " the Corridor which is in the Shabti-place " owing to the absence of the definite 
article before st-s?bty. But the only alternative to this is to assign to nm its common 
futnction of introducing the complement in a sentence expressive of identity; the literal 
translation will then be "the Corridor which is as Shabti-place." i.e. "the Corridor which 
is the Shabti-place." No other interpretation seems possible without having recourse to 
emrnendation, an expedient that is not likely to commend itself in dealing with a document 
which, if not actually an original, is at all events not many places removed from being 
an original. 
In describing the corridor Z as the " Shabti-place" it is obvious that the scribe 
must have had some particular object in view, and that object can hardly have been 
any other than to make his further statements about it apply, not merely to Z itself, 
but also to the adjacent chambers Z, d and Z, dd, these being regarded as parts or 
extensions of Z. At first sight the measurements that next follow contradict this sup- 
position, for they refer to Z alone, Z, d having, as we shall see, its own separately specified 
dimensions; this will also have been the case with Z, dd, which has perished together 
with the rest of the lower portion of the papyrus. Thus, however we look at the matter, 
the maker of the plan cannot escape the reproach of having used the term p? st?-ntr 
in a double sense, firstly as the corridor Z alone and secondly as the Shabti-place con- 
sisting of the complex Z, Z, d and Z, dd. The reason why he attributed to it the second 
and wider sense must evidently lie in the words " being drawn, with outlines, graven with 
the chisel, filled with colours and completed"; it was his object, in dealing with the 
corridor Z, at the same time to intimate that the adjacent rooms Z, d and Z, dd 
were decorated and finished off in a similar manner; and this desire on his part is 
explained by the fact that the space available in the drawing of Z, d (as was doubtless 
also true of the lost Z, dd) sufficed only for the bare name of the chamber and its 
dimensions. 
The last words of the legend here under discussion confirm the explanation given 
above, though at the same time they afford new proof that the scribe has involved him- 
self in a mode of expression ambiguous almost to the point of unintelligibility. In 
order to understand the words \\ 4 XL_2 0 we must turnl our 
attention to the four inverted lines of hieratic seen at the top right of the papyrus, 
outside and above the representation of the Fourth Corridor W. These four lines, to 
which for convenience sake we shall refer as P, are incomplete owing to the loss of the 
right-hand portion of the papyrus, but evidently contained further details about the 
corridor Z and the rooms surrounding it. The corridor Z itself is described in line 1 
as "the Corridor which is on the inner side of the House of Gold" (the Sarcophagus 
Chamber); line 3 mentions "the Treasury on the left," i.e. Z, d, which its own legend 
calls "the Left-hand Treasury"; line 4 is concerned with "the second Corridor which is 
at the back of the House of Gold," clearly to be identified with Z, e "the Treasury of 
the Innermost." It follows almost inevitably that line 2, consisting of the words 
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a =, . \\ r L \\ /VA 5Y 
E lk lx I < B -LIna~ \\ <=_lI . must have referred to Z, dd, the 
Shabti-chamber to the right and south of the corridor Z. If, as seems necessary in 
spite of the unintelligible determinative u, the word rsy is taken as the adjective 
"southern," then the description of Z, dd found in line 2 of P agrees almost word for 
word with the description of Z, dd given by ourselves a sentence back: "the place 
(i.e. perhaps implicitly the Shabti-place), tlhel southern one (as opposed to Z, d, the northern 
one), on the right (of the corridor Z), which ......" (some words are lost). 
The occurrence of the words 9I\ X . "the southern, one" at the end of the legend 
Z, b must be explained in the light of the words of P above elucidated. The entire phrase 
must be translated "the southern one as well"; by "the southern one" is meant the southern 
Shabti-chamber Z, dd, the adjective agreeing with nJ _ \ \- "Shabti- 
chamber " understood out of the first words of the legend; and by "as well" the writer 
miust have wished to convey the sense that the epithets "drawn with outlines," etc., refer 
to Z, dd as well as to Z, d and to Z itself. The addition was due to the plan-maker's fear 
lest those epithets, which are easily thought of in connection with Z, d, the northern 
Shabti-chamber, since they are written quite close to it, might not be felt to apply to Z, dd, 
which is much further away. This excess of caution has however proved fatal to the clear 
expression of the thought: the extension of Z to embrace Z, d and Z, dd implied in the 
words "the Corridor which is the Shabti-place" is not only contradicted a first time by 
the subsequent statement of dimensions applying only to the corridor Z, but is further 
contradicted a second time by the afterthought "the southern. one as well," words that 
clearly involve the conception of Z, d and Z, dd as northern and southern Shabti-places 
distinct from the corridor Z. 
A final revelation of the Egyptian writer's slap-dash habit of mind is given us by 
the fact, to which Mr Carter calls attention, that there is not a trace of sculpture in Z 
or in any of the chambers opening out of it. The walls are simply plastered and painted: 
thus although the epithets "drawn with outlines," " filled with colours" and "completed" 
are in agreemnent with the actual truth, the facts afford no justification for the epithet 
"Cgraven with the chisel." 
Z, c. Along the northern recess of the Corridor Z: 
p-== Ii I^ I IjQ I I V "j c The Resting-place of the Gods, of 4 cubits 
and 4 palms; height, of 1 cubit and 5 palms; depth, of 1 cubit, 3 palms and 
2 digits." 
The recesses Z, c and Z, cc are cut in the north and south walls of the Inner Corridor 
at a height of about a metre from the ground, and are adorned with pictures of small 
shrines containing various deities, among whom one recognizes Thoth, Anubis, Khnum, 
Sobk and Buto; above the shrines the recesses are sunk yet deeper, and are adorned 
1 The repetition of the article here is quite contrary to custom, and can be accounted for only 
by the supposition that the writer wished to lay strong emphasis on the distinction between the 
southern Shabti-place and a second and northern one, namely Z, d. 
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with representations of little mats with loaves and bowls of water, one mat over every 
shrine1, as in the accompanying figure. There can be 
no doubt, when the name "the Resting-place of the r' r 
Gods" is taken in conjunction with the pictures within ti.-;.j:.': 
the recesses, that these served as receptacles for painted 
wooden shrines like that discovered in the tomb of / 
Iuya2; in the shrines there may well have been figures 
of the gods in wood, faience or precious metals3, and 
on the ledge above some scanty offerings; in this 
way the king could acquit himself of his religious 
duties in his renewed existence after death. L 
The way in which the dimensions of Z, c are 
expressed has been discussed above in dealing with Tf, d, so that we need not deal further 
with that topic here. 
Z, d. Inscription within the lateral chamber Z, d: (1) [] l^ ,j (2) 
fl (3) [ -' "The Left-hand Treasury, of 10 catbits; breadth, of 
3 cubits; height, of 3 cubits, 3 palms." 
The " Left-hand Treasury," as we have seen, is the chamber Z, d used as a storehouse 
for the king's Shawabti-figures; the term "treasury" here, as often, clearly means no 
more than "storehouse." 
Z, e. Inscription of the end room Z, e: (1) -ni- n - E E-1 (2) 
n 11 12 (3) , ==|^ "The Treasutry of the Innermost4, of 10 cubits; 
breadth, of 3 cubits, 3 palms; height, of 4 cubits." 
The "Treasury of the Innermost," as its wall-paintings show, was the storehouse 
where the Canopic jars and various 
pieces of furniture stood (see the ac- 
companying figure). The inscription P - - - 
(see below) gives to this room the 
alternative name "the Second Corridor - 
which is at the back of the House of M 
Gold." 
P. Four incomplete lines of hiera- 
tic written upside down at the extreme 
right of the papyrus above the plan5: 
1 See LEFrBURE, op. cit., Pis. XXXVII, XXXIX. 2 See TH. M. DAVIS, The Tomb of Ioui,ya, P1. XX. 
3 For references to the occurrence of divine figures made of wood in the royal tombs see above 
p. 139, footnote 4. 
4 For nfrw see Pap. Abbott, 3, 1, where it is said that the tomb of a certain king had been violated 
by the robbers penetrating into "the innermost chamber of his pyramid" through a tunnel made from the 
outer chamber of a private tomb; also PLEYTE-ROssr, Pap. de Turin, P1. XXXVIII, top line (collated). 
The word is evidently connected with a number of others quoted above p. 110, footnote 1, in all of which 
the stem nfr has some such meaning as "end," "bottom" or the like. 
6 Both Lepsius and Chabas have ignored these lines completely. 
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. iv. 19 
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(1) 7-1 i n, ................ 
(2) \ 2- ! nwl ~ ~ \\ I .............................. 
(3) Kn E- P s p 1 ...... 
(4) - Ii L_A -I \\ ~ E-LJt 
(1) "The Corridor which is on the inner sidel of the HIouse of Gold......... (2) The 
Place, the southern one, on the right, which ......... (3) The Treasury which is on the left 
in the .........2 of......... (4) The Second Corridor which is at the back of the House of 
Gold ......... 
As already pointed out (p. 141), these lines contained further details as to the 
corridor Z and the three chambers opening out of it; the loss of the endings of the 
lines makes it impossible to tell whether more minute dimensions were given, or whether 
the descriptions were of some other kind. Line I refers to the corridor Z itself, see above 
on Z, b; lines 2, 3 and 4 refer respectively to the southern lateral chamber (Z, dd), to the 
northern lateral chamber (Z, d), and to the end room (Z, e). Note that the terms "right" 
and "left" are employed from the point of view of a spectator looking outward towards the 
entrance of the tomb, whereas a modern visitor is more inclined to take as the right wall 
that upon his right in entering; so, for example, M. Lefebure in his publication of the tomb. 
II. THE VERSO OF THE TURIN PAPYRUTS. 
The texts on the verso of the Turin plan have been published, or, to speak more 
precisely, very inadequate facsimiles of them have been given, in PLEYTE-ROSSI, Papyrus 
de Turin, Pls. LXXI-II; comments on them, equally inadequate, will be found on 
pp. 100-2 of the volume of letterpress accompanying the plates. These texts are three 
in number: first, on the right, 7 lines of hieratic containing measurements of a royal 
tomb; second, in the middle, the record of a division of property among the children 
of a certain scribe named Amennakht, dated in the seventh year of a reign not specified; 
and third, the beginnings of lines detailing a number of journal entries made in year 1 of 
a reign also not specified. The last two items do not concern us; they are most probably 
to be regarded as casual jottings made when the plan had been thrown away, or laid 
aside, as waste paper3. The tomb-measurements, on the other hand, seem, at first sight, 
likely to be relevant to the plan on the recto, and as a working hypothesis we must 
assume that they too refer to the tomb of Ramesses IV at Biban el-Mollfk, though this 
possibility has been curiously overlooked until now. 
A mistake has been made in mounting the papyrus, with the result that in the 
published facsimile (op. cit., P1. LXXI) the beginnings of lines 1-7 are shown upside-down 
1 W't h?_u, cf. PLEYTE-ROSSI, Pap. de Turin, P1. CVII, 1. 19. 2 An unknown word; the reading of the sign transcribed as d is by no means certain. 3 The proximity of the texts of year 7 and year I makes it probable that they were written within a 
short time of one another. If so, the reigns in question may be those of Ramesses IV and Ramesses V 
respectively. It is true that Ramesses IV is supposed to have reigned only six years, but the authority 
for this is only Pap. Turin, P1. LIII, 11. 5-6, where the mention of the harvest of year 1 of "Pharaoh," 
i.e. Ramesses V, comes immediately after the mention of the harvest of year 6 of Ramesses 1V; it is 
not impossible that Ramesses IV began his seventh year but only survived a small part of it. 
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as lines 8-13 respectively. When these beginnings of lines are restored to their places 
lines 5-7 are seen to be complete, but a gap equivalent to two folds of the papyrus 
remains between the beginnings and the continuations of lines 1-4. On the other hand, 
one fold of papyrus, with some signs written upon it, projects in front of lines 1-4, and, 
if correctly placed, must belong to a previous column of hieratic text. It is, of course, very 
temnpting to insert the projection in front of the beginnings of littes 1-4 in the gap 
following those beginnings, and the presence of the signs X ° on the projecting scrap 
of papyrus is a curious coincidence, since liine 2 might conceivably have to be restored 
/ 7 [E-- Dn D] However, all the present writer's attempts, made in front of 
the original, to place the projecting fragment of papyrus in the gap were attended by 
failure, and we must therefore assumne that a page of hieratic preceded the seven lines 
containing the measurements now to be discussed. 
"The measurements2 [of the tomb]3 of Pharaoh, living, prosperous, healthy." 
This line serves as title to the other six. The use of the word "Pharaoh" shows 
that the tomb surveyed is that of the reigning king, not that of some previous ruler. 
(2) E - LT 0t- ) n ) i,,.i |P °M n n I\ I 
"The Corridor of [the Sun's Path, of 3]04 cubits; breadth, of 7 cubits; height, of 15 cubits." 
The corridors named in lines 3-5 being called respectively the second, third and 
fourth, it might seem necessary, at 
first sight, here to restore p? st?-ntr 
[tpy] "the [First] Corridor." This 
restoration, however, does not nearly 
fill the lacuna, and the almost certain 
determinative fafter the lacuna, 
_ 
I 
preceded by traces that might well 
belong to e and 0, render nearly 1 
certain the restoration given above, -- 
which is borrowed from the legends 
of the Cairo plan of the tomb of I h ]IIIl I]iIIJIIIII 
Ramesses IX. In the case of both i 
tombs the name is explained by the 
fact that all but a very small portion 
of the First Corridor, reckoning this 
from a point just outside the begin- 2 
ning of the stairs, is without a roof 1. Section of the entrance to the tomb of Ramesses IX. 
and exposed to the light of the sun: 2. Cairo Ostracon 25, 184: ancient drawing of the en. 
trance to the tomb of Ramesses 1X. the sense might well be rendered, 
"the open-air corridor." Comnpare with Mr Carter's plan (P1. XXX) the accompanying 
1 The last five signs are mere vertical strokes. 2 Hmy, cf. DARESSY, Ostraka, P1. LIv, no. 25, 262. 
3 1Hr, see BRUGSCH, Wdrterb., p. 1119. 
4 The upper part of the sign, which alone could determine whether 10, 20 or 30 is meant, is lost. 
19-2 
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reproduction of the First Corridor of the tomb of Ramesses IX as given, first in 
M. Guilmant's section, and, second, on the Cairo ostracon. 
It is curious that no details are here given as to the door leading into the Second 
Corridor; none of the other chambers are so briefly disposed of. 
r E _ Ill A D ] \ Z_ ....1/ 11 1 a \ I I I 
^i§ l '7 sic 11 'i ,' I 
"Second, of ......cubits; [breadth, of ......cubits]; thickness of door-jamb, of 1 cubit and 
3 palms; breadth, of 5 cubits, 1 palm, 2 digits; height of1 door-jamb, of 7 cubits and 
1 palm; lintel, of 2 cubits and 6 palms: total, 10." 
The length and probably also the breadth of the Second Corridor are lost in the 
lacuna, which is too small to have contained the indication of the height as well, though 
this is given in the case of all the other passages and chambers. The omission is, 
however, an unimportant one, as the height of the corridor can be obtained by adding 
the heights of the door-jambs and lintel, both noted later on in the line. 
Two technical terms that will often be met with are here encountered for the first 
time. That C bns, sometimes written Jo, means "door-jamb" or 
"door-post" is clear from the calculation just mentioned and from various other pieces 
of evidence. Ch. cxxv of the Book of the Dead represents the J or 7-- 
/VVA 0 0 0 YY 
of the door into the Hall of the Two Truths as barring the way of the 
deceased (NAVILLE, Todtenbuch, vol. Ii, p. 326)2. On an ostracon of the Eighteenth 
Dynasty (Ostracon Gardiner, 42) a number of workmen who are occupied in the con- 
struction of a building are enumerated: among them are \\ l 
"those who are busy with the door-jamb" and, immediately following, \ 
L nI "those who are engaged on the lintel." Mr Gunn conjectures with great plausibility 
that in the d'Orbiney Papyrus (page 16, line 9) this word ought to be restored as an emenda- 
tion. The author is telling how Bata, transformed into a bull, was slaughtered by order of 
the king; he then continues, "Nrow while it (the slaughtered bull) was upon the shoulders 
of the men, it made a movement with its neck, ' -1 , I | | } 
°EmLl ' 
1 1 
- 
 
!' 
@k Il I ' 
and it let fall two drops of blood (read dfdft 2 n snf) beside the two door-jambs 
read e<. I 7l E ) of His Majesty. And the one (scil. "drop") was on 
1 N, the exponent of the genitive, is omitted. 
2 Wrongly translated "bolt" by Brugsch ( Worterb., p. 401) and Budge, "leaf" by Renouf, "threshold" 
by Pleyte. 
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the one side (read hr t' wct r4) of the great door of Pharaoh, and the other was ont the 
other (read t] ktz) side. And they grew into two great Shawab-trees." If this conjecture 
is correct, and there can be but little question of its correctness, then clearly b??S 
must mean the "door-jambs" or "door-posts." We shall find, as we proceed, that the 
following particulars of the bns are given: (1) its "thickness" (@Q ), corresponding 
to what we call the "reveal" of a doorway, i.e. the internal side surface of the opening 
(lines 3, 4, 5, 6, 7); (2) its "height" (F== hby), a measurement that needs no further 
explanation (lines 3, 4, 6); (3) its "face" ('l), a very small dimension that proves to 
be the projection beyond the adjacent wall-surface of the near face of the door-jamb 
(lines 4, 5, 6); lastly, (4) the "breadth" ( ), only in line 3, this measurement being 
replaced in lines 4, 5, 6, 7 by the more accurate expression " the opening of the door" j j-7 rA- ) or briefly "the opening" ( or T=) TheSAA word=iJ /WVSAA I <<J ,,rr\S' 
or 
The word (j 0 J is more puzzling. It is presumably identical with ( L 
or ° fj (e.g. SETHE, Pyr., § 392), which has often the wide meaning of 
"doorway" or "portal" in religious texts, and with J 
- j (NEWBERRY, Rekhmara, 
2, 9. 11) or ~ QQct (Zeitschrift fur cigyptische Sprache, vol. xvII [1879], p. 72) 
signifying "court of justice," where one is reminded of the Judges of Israel who "sat 
in the gate." But these meanings must be secondary and derivative, the term having 
a narrower technical significance both in its origin and here. In the already quoted 
conclusion of Ch. cxxv of the Book of the Dead mention is made of 
-q 
(var. < q )LIa E * L-J " the right lintel-piece of this door" and similarly 
of 
_o__3 j "the left lintel-piece." The distinction of an Cryt on the right 
and another on the left at first sight suggests that the word means "door-jamb" or 
"door-post," but for this, as we have seen, the term is bns. In our papyrus it seems 
plain that nothing else than the "lintel" can be intended, for the Cryt is on two 
occasions (line 3, 4) added to the "height of the bnS,"' evidently with the intention of 
indicating the total height of the doorway, or, in other words, of the chamber in which 
the doorway occurs. The means of reconciling these two technical uses of the term is 
afforded by the writing 88[ 1 found in the Pyramid Texts (e.g. ed. SETHE, 
§ 292), whence one may conclude that the lintel is really meant, but that this was 
conceived of as having a right and a left half each with a small vertical portion 
forming strictly the upper part of the jamb. Thus the four senses ascertained for Cryt 
appear to be 1. "lintel-piece," "half of lintel," 2. "lintel," 3. "doorway" and 4. "court 
of justice." 
(4) o ILL °°' || |*12 rr...... ......(1 * r 
-- 111 Il..l - / [1 1 1 1 JI lD 
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"Third, of ..... [cutbits; breadth, of ......cubits]; height, <of> 7 <cubits>; thickness of 
door-jamnb, of 1 cubit and 3 palms; its face, 3 palms; opening of door, of 5 cubits, 2 palims 
and 1 digit; lilntel, 6 palms; height of door-jamb, of 6 cutbits, 3 palms and 2 digits. Total, 
7 ctubits, 2 palms and 2 digits." 
But for the lacuna near the beginning, this line would give a full account of all the 
dimensions with which the writer was concerned. Here we find for the first time "the 
opening of the door," i.e. the space between the right and left door-jambs, and the " face" 
of the door-jamb, i.e. the projection from the wall of its nearer face. See the comments 
on line 3. 
The measurements given in this line are self-contradictory, in that the sum of 
the height of jamb and the lintel exceeds by 2 palms and 2 digits the seven cubits given 
as the height of the corridor. 
v/ 
:~, /c 1 1^ , ,- / 1 1 ,, \LJ r--n , \, 
'Fourth, of 15 cubits; breadth, of 9 cubits; height, of 7 ctbits; thiclkness of door-jamb, 
of 1 cubit, 3 palms, 1 digit; its face, 2 palms and 2 digits; opening, of 5 ctbits and 1 palm; 
lintel, 5 palms." 
The height of the door-jamb is here omitted, but, assuming the figures to be correct, 
could be found by subtracting the height of the lintel, namely 5 palms, from the height of the 
corridor, namely 7 cubits; this would give the height of the jamb as 6 cubits and 2 palms. 
(6) | | | | 
r-] EII jj'7i | [l1 llr. Written as an 
afterthought over the words n mh 1, sp 3, hr-f is -F=-- 
"The Hall of Waiting, of 8 cubits, 4 palms; breadth, of 8 cubits; height, of 7 cubits; 
thickness of door-jamb, of 1 cubit, 3 palms; its face, 3 palms; openinzg, of 5 cebits, ] palm, 
2 digits; lintel, 5 palms." The words written above the line read: "Height (scil. "of 
door-jamb"), of 6 cubits, I palm." 
The sum of the heights of lintel and door-jamb is 6 cubits, 6 palms; here again there 
s a slight contradiction in the data, as the height of the room is given as 7 cubits. 
@( m l ,^ i I If nm / 12 
Ellr-,,\ N<=> III n \- l] ,i I , , I I ' 
"The Chariot-Hall, of 13 cubits and 6 palms; breadth, of 16 cubits; height, of 7 cubits; 
thickness of the door-jamb, of 2 cubits, 2 palms; opening, of 5 ctbits, 1 palm; lintel, 5 palms." 
If the verso of the papyrus really contains a description of the tomb of Ramesses IV, 
the name "Chariot-Hall" must clearly be an alternative designation of the "House of 
Gold" or Sarcophagus Chamber; this name must allude, of course, to the final resting- 
place of the votive chariot buried together with the Pharaoh. Chariots of the kind have 
been found in the tombs of Iuya and Tuthmosis IV; the latter was found in the ante- 
chamber leading to the Sarcophagus Chamber. 
The height of the door-jamb is here once more omitted; if confidence can be placed 
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in the figures for the height of the room and the lintel, the jamb must have measured 
6 cubits and 2 palms. 
This brings us to the end of the verso; probably the writer intended to add the 
dimensions of the rooms behind the Sarcophagus Chamber, but one cause or another 
prevented him from accomplishing his purpose. The three measurements j c I"4" 
"seven (cubits), 2 palms and 2 digits" and I "6 palms " are jotted down in 
different parts of the remainder of the page left blank. 
III. THE TOMB OF RAMESSES IV AS COMPARED WITH THE TURIN PLAN. 
It remains to compare the data of the papyrus with Mr Carter's survey of the actual 
tomb, of which the main results are marked upon the plan and section given in PI. XXXI. 
Some of the measurements were of too minute a kind to be marked on the Plate, and 
these will be found recorded below. In measuring the tomb Mr Carter has made use 
only of the ancient standards2, reckoning the cubit at *52310 metres, the palmn (= 7 cubit) 
at -07472 m., and the digit (= ¼ palm = s cubit) at -01868 m., see above, p. 136. The 
results, as will be seen, fully justify this procedure; but for the benefit of those who may 
wish to establish a different length for the cubit used, the equivalents in metres are added 
in brackets in the tabular summary below. Where the measurements of the papyrus and 
of the original monument agree absolutely they have been marked in black lettering (e.g. 5), 
and where the divergence is but small ordinary Roman letters are used (e.g. 5); otherwise 
the figures are in italics, like the translations (e.g. 5). The letters m. m. signify " mean 
measurement," i.e. the average of several measurements where the cutting of the tomb is 
irregular. The terms right and left are used from the point of view of a spectator looking 
from within towards the entrance of the tomb; in this the example of the Egyptian writer 
has been followed. 
Description of the actual Papyrus, recto. Papyrus, verso. 
Tomb. 
T. FIRST CORRIDOR: [cf.Y,c. "TheFirstCorridor"] 1. 2. "The Corridor of [the 
length, 30c. (= 15-693 m.) Suit's Path]," 
The zero-point marked in the "[of 3]0 cubits "; 
plan is more or less arbitrary, The number is damaged; the having been determined by the traces suit 10, 20 or 30. Of these 
probable reading 30 on the verso 10 is out of the question; 20 
of the papyrus. -It must be would just reach to the point 
noted here once for all that until where the steps begin; 30 is, 
the Sarcophagus Chamber (Y) however, the more probable re- 
is reached the inner doorways storation, as the analogy of the 
are clearly counted as belonging Cairo ostracon (see above the 
to the passage or chamber that figure on p. 145) shows that it leads up to them; see above, was sometimes at least the prac- p. 134. tice to reckon the First Corridor 
from a point well in front of the 
steps; in addition the total given 
in recto Y, c demands 30 here. 
1 Mr Carter writes that owing to a mistake in the 30c. division on the scale which he used in 
drawing the plan, the two corridors T, U are represented slightly longer than they should be. This tiny 
error makes no difference to the measurements given, and merely affects the impression made by the plan 
upon the eye. 
2 It is understood that these were marked out in advance on the actual measures used, so that no 
errors in conversion have to be reckoned with. 
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Description of the actual 
Tomb. 
Papyrus, recto. Papyrus, verso. 
breadth, 7c. (= 3-662 m.) 
height, [15c.] (= 7-846 in.) 
This is a fair estimate of the 
external height of the front face 
of the tomb. The undercut 
measures 9c. 3 p. 2d. ( =- 4 969 m.) 
and the face of rock above it 
4c. lp. Od. (= 2'167m.); the miss- 
ing masonry above this may well 
have had a height of 1 c. 2 p. 2 d. 
(='710 m.) 
doorway: height, 7 c. 4 p. 
(= 3-961 m.) 
,, breadth, 5 c. 2 p. 
(= 2-765 m.) 
door-jamb: reveal, 1 c. 3p. 1 d. 
(= '766 m.) 
,, ,, projection (nr face), 
6 p. (= '448 min.) 
lintel: height, 1 c. 6 p. 1 d. 
(= -990 m.) 
U. SECOND CORRIDOR: 
length, 31c. Ip. (= 16-291 m.) 
breadth, 6c. (= 3-139 m.) 
height, 8c. Op. 2d.(=4-222m.) 
door-jamb: reveal, lc. 6p. 2d. 
(= 1-009 m.) 
doorway: breadth, 5 c. 1 p. 
(= 2-69 m.) 
door-jamb: height (m. m.), 
7c. 2p. 2d. 
(= 3-848 m.) 
lintel: height, 5p. (='374 m.) 
.. "breadth, of 7 cubits "; 
... " height, of 15 cubits." 
This must refer to the total 
height of the front face of the 
tomb, see opposite. 
Omitted 
1. 3. "Second," 
lost 
... ... ... ... .. 
probably omitted, but see 
below. 
... ... ... ... "thickness of door-jamb, of 
ic. 3p."; 
... ... ... ... "breadth, of 5c. lp. 2d."; 
"height of door-jamb, of 7c. 
lp.; 
"lintel, of 2c. 6p."; 
The height here assigned to 
the lintel, and involved in the 
total following, is very wide of 
the mark. Mr Carter suggests 
alternative explanations: either 
the words "2c." ought to be can- 
celled as a clerical error, leaving 
the approximately correct di- 
mension of 6p.; or else there is 
some confusion with the hori- 
zontal portion of the floor and 
ceiling at the beginning of the 
Second Corridor, so cut for the 
swing of door; thisdoesactually 
measure 2c. 6p., see plan. 
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Description of the actual 
Tomb. 
height of door-jamb plus 
height of lintel, equals 
height of corridor, 8c. Op. 
2d. (= 4-222 in.) 
V. THIRD CORRIDOR: 
length, 26 c. 1 p. 1 d. 
(= 13-694 m.) 
breadth, 6c. (= 3-139 m.) 
height (nm. in.), 8 c. 
(- 4-185 m.) 
door-jamb: reveal, 2c. 
(= 1-046 m.) 
,, ,, projection (near 
face), 2p. 2d. 
(= -187 m.) 
doorway: breadth, 5c. lp. 3d. 
(= 2-746 m.) 
lintel: height, 5p.(=-374m.) 
door-jamb: height, 7 c. 2 p. (= 3'811 m.) 
height of door-jamb plus 
height of lintel, equals 
height of corridor, 8 c. 
(= 4-185 m.) 
the sockets on the inner side 
of the doorway show the 
intention, if not the former 
existence, of folding doors. 
recesses b and bb: 
length, 5c. 1p.(= 2'69 m.) 
height, 2c. (= 1'046 m.) 
depth, lc. (= -523 m.) 
Papyrus, recto. Papyrus, verso. 
... ... total, 10." 
The addition is correct, and 
by adopting Mr Carter's first 
suggestion noted in reference to 
the last item an approximate 
correspondence with the actual 
dimensions may be obtained. 
1. 4. "Third," 
lost 
.... ... lost 
... ... ... "height, 7c."; 
... ... ... ... "thickness of door-jamb, of 
Ic. 3p."; 
... ... ... ... "its face, 3p."; 
"opening of door, of 5c. 2p. 
ld."; 
.... ... "lintel, 6p."; 
... ... . ... ... "height of door-jamb, of 6c. 
3p. 2d."; 
.... ....... ... . "total, 7c. 2p. 2d." 
The addition is correct. 
W, a. "Its door is fastened." ... ... ... ... 
not indicated 
, ) ,. .. 
W. FOURTH CORRIDOR: 
length, 25 c. 2 p. 2 d. 
(= 13-264 m.) 
breadth (mm..), 6c. Op. Id. 
(= :3157 m.) 
height, 9c. 4p. (= 5-007 m.) 
This is reckoned to the centre 
of the vaulted ceiling. 
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. iv. 
W, b. "[The] Fourth [Corri- 
dor]," 
"of 25 cubits"; 
"breadth, of 6 ciubits"; 
"height, of 9c. 4p."; 
1. 5. " Fourth.' 
"of 15 cubits"; 
This figure might be correct 
if only the distance to the 
beginning of the Sarcophagus- 
slide were meant. 
" breadth, of 9 cubits "; 
"height, of 7 cubits"; 
20 
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Description of the actual 
Tomb. 
the decorations of the corridor 
are drawn in outline, gra- 
ven, painted and finished. 
doo'-jamb: reveal, 2c. Op. 
l-5d. (= 1-074 m.) 
,, ,, projection (near 
face), 2p. 2d. 
(= .187 m.) 
doorway: breadth, 5c. lp. 3d. 
(= 2-746 m.) 
lintel: height, 5p. (= 374 m.) 
door-jamb: height, 7c. 4p. 
(= 3-961 m.) 
sockets for folding doors, as 
before. 
W, c. SARCOPHAGUS-SLIDE: 
This is a kind of subway 
leading down through the Hall 
of Waiting (X) to the floor of 
the Sarcophagus Chamber (Y). 
The level of the doorways and 
the unfinished state of the sides 
show that this cutting was in- 
tended to be filled up after the 
completion of the burial. 
length, 20c. Ip. (= 10-537 m.) 
does not include the end of 
3c. in the Sarcophagus Chanm- 
ber. 
breadth, 5c. lp. 3d. (=2'746m.) 
W, d. NICHE: 
d and dd have exactly the 
same dimensions. 
height, 2c. (1-046 m.) 
breadth, IcG. 2p. (-673 m.) 
depth, Ic. 2p. ('673 m.) 
X. HALL OF WAITING: 
length, 9c. (= 4-708 m.) 
breadth, 8c. 0p. 1d.(=4-203m.) 
height, 8c. (4-185 m.) 
the decorations are executed 
as described. 
door-jamb: reveal, lc. lp. 
(= -598 m.) 
if including the rebate for 
door (see plan) the measure- 
ment is 2c. Op. Id. (= 1-065 m.) 
Papyrus, recto. 
" being drawn with outlines, 
graven with the chisel, filled 
with colours, and com- 
pleted." 
... . ... .... 
Papyrus, verso. 
"thickness of door-jamb, of 
ic. 3p. ld."; 
... ... its face, 2p. 2d."; 
. opening, of 5c. p.'"; 
.< lintel, 5p." 
... ... ... ... [height of corridor, less height 
of lintel, equals height of 
door-jamb, 6c. 2p.] 
X, a. "Its door is fastened." ... ... ... 
W, c. "The slide," . ... 
"of 20 cubits"; 
breadth, of 5c. Ip.";.. 
W, d. "This chamber," ... ... 
"of 2 cubits "; ... ... ... 
" breadth, of Ic. 2p."; ... 
" depth, of lc. 2p.".. ... .. ... 
X, b. " The Hall of Waiting," 
"of 9 cubits"; 
" breadth, of 8 cubits"; 
"height, of 8 cubits"; 
"being drawn with outlines, 
graven with the chisel, filled 
with colours, and com- 
pleted." 
1. 6. " The Hall of Waiting," 
" of 8 cubits, 4 palms " 
" breadth, of 8 cubits "; 
" height, of 7 cubits "; 
"thickness of door-jamb, of 
Ic. 3p "; 
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Description of the actual 
Tomb. 
door-jamb: near face, 3 p. 
(= -224 m.) 
here only marked by a vertical line dividing the texts of the 
Hall from the protocol of the 
king, which forms the decora- 
tion of the door-jamb. 
doorway: breadth, 5c. lp. 2d. 
(= 2-728 m.) 
lintel: height, 5 p. 3 d. 
(= -430 m.) 
door-jamb: height, 7c. lp. ld. 
(= 3-755 m.) 
sockets for folding doors, as 
before. 
X, c. END OF THE SARCO- 
PHAGUS-SLIDE, 3c. 
(= 1569 m.) 
The Sarcophagus-slide is the 
name given to the incline ( RW, c.) 
which begins in the middle 
of the Fourth Corridor. Its 
end is the small remaining 
portion of it which extends be- 
yond the Hall of Waiting into 
the Sarcophagus Chamber. 
Papyrus, recto. Papyrus, verso. 
"its face, 3p." 
... opening, of 5c. lp. 2d."; 
... lintel, 5p." 
... height, 6c. lp." 
There is a mistake here, since 
height of room (7c.), less height 
of lintel (5p.), gives 6c. 2p. 
.... .... ..... ... f, a. "[Its] door is fastened" 
X, c. "End of the Sarco- 
phagus-slide, of 3c." 
Y. SARCOPHAGUS CHAMBER: 
length (m.m.), 14c. lp. 
(= 7-398 m.) 
This measurement excludes 
the doorways at both ends: the 
outer door has already been 
counted to the Hall of Waiting, 
and the inner doorway, having 
according to Mariette a reveal 
of '62 m., would not suffice to 
bring the length of the Sarco- 
phagus Chamber up to the 16c. 
given by the papyrus, while at 
the same time it would render 
inlaccurate the length assigned 
to the Inner Corridor (Z). It 
must be admitted that the 
juggling with these doorways is 
not wholly satisfactory. 
breadth (n.rn.), 16c. Op. 1'5d. 
(= 8-398 m.) 
height, lOc. (5-231 in.) 
Y, b. "The House of Gold, 
wherein One rests," 
"of 16 cubits"; 
The mistake seems to have 
arisen from the inclusion here 
of the reveal of the door-jamb 
belonging to, and already count- 
ed to, the Hall of Waiting; this, 
together with the rebate for the 
door, measures 2c. Op. Id. (see 
above), and being added to the 
actual length of the Sarco- 
phagus Chamber 14c. Ip., would 
give 16c. lp. Id., which is near 
enough to the indication of the 
papyrus. 
"breadth, of 16 cubits "; 
"height, of 10 cubits "; 
1. 7. "The Chariot-Hall," 
"of 13. 6 p."; 
"breadth, of 16 cubits "; 
"height, of 7 cubits"; 
20- 2 
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the decorations are executed 
as described. 
the walls are adorned with 
pictures from the 'Book 
of the Gates,' and figure 
many infernal deities. 
It is, however, doubtful 
whether the words in the 
papyrus refer to the wall- 
paintings; see above p. 139. 
doorway from Sarcophagus 
Chamber Y to Passage Z 
has, according to MrCarter, 
whollydifferentdimensions 
from those given in the 
papyrus. 
sockets for folding doors, as 
before. 
Z. INNER CORRIDOR: 
The places where the Sha- 
wabti-figures were kept were 
ehambers d and dd adjoining 
this corridor. 
length, 14c. 4p. 2d. (= 7'66 m.) 
This includes the doorway 
from the Sarcophagus Chamber 
(Y), but not that to the End Room (Z, e). 
breadth, 5c. (= 2'615 m.) 
height, 6c. 4p. Id. (=3-456m.) 
all the chambers around Z, 
and that corridor itself, 
are plastered and painted, 
but not sculptured. 
the chamber dd is plastered 
and painted, but not sculp- 
tured. 
Papyrus, recto. 
"being drawn with outlines, 
graven with the chisel, filled 
with colours, and com- 
pleted "; 
"and being provided with the 
equipment of His Majesty 
(he lives, prospers, is in 
health!) on every side of it, 
together with the Divine 
Ennead which is in the 
De'et." 
the first words refer to the 
furniture with which the cham- 
ber was originally filled. The 
last phrase may allude to the 
wall-paintings of the roonl, or 
else to statuettes of gods de- 
posited there. 
Z, a " [Its] door is fastened." 
[For the totals given in Y, b; 
Y, c, see the conclusion of 
this column on p. 156] 
Z, b. "The Corridor which 
is the Shabti-place," 
[cf. "The Corridor which is on 
the inner side of the House 
of Gold," P, line 1] 
"of 14c. 3p."; 
"breadth, of 5c."; 
" height, of 6c. 3p. 2d."; 
"being drawn with outlines, 
graven with the chisel, filled 
with colours, and com- 
pleted," 
"that south of it as well." 
As pointed out in the com- 
mentary, these words refer to 
the chamber dd, where the 
Shawabti-figures were kept. 
Papyrus, verso. 
(" thickness of door-jamb, of 
2c. p."; 
' 
opening, of 5c. Ip."; 
"lintel, 5p." 
The doorway from Y to Z 
having wholly different dimen- 
sions, Mr Carter thinks that the 
doorway from X to Y may here be described for a second time; 
but even so the measurements 
are only approximately ac- 
curate. 
... ,. * .. ,...... 
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Z, c. RECESS: 
The wall-paintings indicate 
that statuettes of gods were kept 
here. Similarly the southern 
recess, Z, cc. 
length, 4c. 4p. (= 2-391 m.) 
The recess c being damaged, 
the measurements here given 
are those of cc. It should be 
remarked, however, that from 
the plan c would appear to be 
longer than cc. 
height, lc. 5p. (= '897 m.) 
This measurement includes 
the upper part of the recess. 
depth, lc. 3p. 2d. (= -785 m.) 
Z, d. THE LEFT-HAND CHAM- 
BER FOR THE SHAWABTI- 
FIGURES: 
length, 7c. 4p. 3d. (=4-017m.) 
breadth, 3c. (= 1-569 m.) 
height, 3c. 3p. (= 1-793 m.) 
Z, dd. THE RIGHT-HAND 
CHAMBER FOR THE SHA- 
WABTI-FIGURES: 
dd is plastered and painted, 
but not sculptured. 
Z, e. END ROOM: 
length, 5c. 3p. 2d. (= 2-877 m.) 
Papyrus, recto. 
Z, c. '" The Resting-place of 
the Gods," 
"of 4c. 4p."; 
See the note opposite. 
"height, of lc. 5p."; 
"depth, of lc. 3p. 2d." 
Z, d. " The Left-hand Trea- 
sur,y," 
[cf. " The Treasury which is 
on the Left in the... of...," 
P, line 3.] 
"of lOc."; 
The exaggeration of the 
length-measurement here is 
paralleled by the same exag- 
geration in the case of the end 
chamber Z, e. Can it be that 
lOc. was the originally intended 
length of all the three chambers 
d, dd, and e ? 
"breadth, of 3c."; 
"height, of 3c. 3p." 
[cf. "The Place (i.e. the Shab- 
ti-place), the southern one, 
on the right, which...," P, 
line 2] 
[see Z, b, end: " that (i.e. the 
Shabti-place) south of it as 
well."] 
"as well" here means "a- 
dorned in the same manner as 
the corridor Z." 
Z, e. " The Treasury of the 
Innermost," 
[cf. " The Second Corridor 
which is at the back of the 
House of Gold," P, line 4] 
"of 10 cubits"; 
It has been suggested above 
(under Z, d) that lOc. may have 
been the length originally in- 
tended for all the chambers d, 
dd, and e. 
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breadth, 4c. 2p. ld. 
(= 2-260 m.) 
height, 4c. (= 2-092 m.) 
TOTAL LENGTHS: 
Length of tomb from the 
First Corridor (T) to the 
Sarcophagus Chamber (Y) 
inclusive, 135c. 5p. 3d. 
(= 71-049 m.) 
The following are the details:- 
First Corridor (esti- 
mated) 30c. Op. Od. 
Second Corridor 31c. Ip. Od. 
Third , 26c. lp. Id. 
Fourth , 25c. 2p. 2d. 
Hall of Waiting 9c. Op. Od. 
Sarcophagus Chamber 14c. lp. Od. 
135c. 5p. 3d. 
Length of tomb from the 
Inner Corridor (Z) to the 
End Room (Z, e), 20c. lp. 
(= 10-537 m.) 
The details are :- 
Inner Corridor 14c. 4p. 2d. 
End Room 5c. 3p. 2d. 
20c. lp. Od. 
Total length of tomb, 135c. 
5p. 3d. + 20c. lp. Od. = 
155c. 6p. 3d. (= 81-586 m.) 
For the slightly different 
measurements given by the 
Description and by Mariette, 
see above, p. 136, footnote 3. 
Papyrus, recto. 
"breadth, of 3c. 3p."; 
The modern plan shows that 
the masons have made an ob- 
vious mistake on the right side 
of this chamber. If that side 
were symmetrical with the left 
side the breadth of the chamber 
would be reduced to 3c. 3p., 
exactly the dimension given in 
the papyrus. 
"height, of 4c." 
Y, c. "Total, beginning from 
the First Corridor to the 
House of Gold, 136c. 2p." 
[The items specified on the recto 
are: -- 
Fourth Corridor 25c. 
Hall of Waiting 9c. 
Sarcophagus Chamber 16c. 
50c. 
leaving 86c. 2p. to be distri- 
buted among Corridors One to 
Three.] 
Papyrus, verso. 
Y, d. " Beginning from the 
House of Gold to the Trea- 
sury of the Innermost, 
24c. 3p." 
The House of Gold itself is 
excluded from the total, which 
otherwise agrees with the data 
of the recto; as follows:- 
Inner Corridor 14c. 3p. Od. 
End Room lOc. Op. Od. 
24c. 3p. Od. 
"Total, 160c. 5p." 
The sum of the two totals 
is here correctly given. As 
compared with the actual tomb 
the two main errors that we can 
detect are the exaggerated length 
of the End Room and the ap- 
parent inclusion of the doorway 
of the Hall of Waiting in the 
length assigned to the Sarco- 
phagus Chamber. Leaving these 
two chambers altogether out of 
the account the remaining total 
length given by the papyrus is 
134c. 5p. Od. as against 136c. 2p. 
ld. ( = 71-310 m.) in Mr Carter's 
survey. This would yield -529m. 
as the length of the cubit used 
by the surveyor who compiled 
the papyrus. 
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The Turin plan has long suffered under the imputation of gross inaccuracy; Mr Carter's 
new survey goes a long way towards its rehabilitation. Of twenty-seven specific measure- 
ments-the totals are here ignored-fifteen are found by him to be absolutely accurate, 
eight are correct within a few digits, and in the four remaining cases, where the figures 
given by the papyrus are completely out, more or less plausible explanations of the errors 
can be given. Thus not only does the information afforded by the recto of the Turin 
papyrus appear to be entirely corroborated, but also Mr Carter's assessment of the length of 
the cubit obtains full justification. This highly satisfactory result conflicts strangely, how- 
ever, with Lepsius' verdict in his second discussion of the Turin plan, written when the data 
of Mariette's recent investigation of the tomb lay before him. Whence this divergence ? 
It must be admitted at once that between Mariette's figures and those of Mr Carter there 
is usually a difference of some centimetres, and that in a few cases the discrepancy is more 
serious'. For this one of the obvious reasons is the asymmetry of the actual tomb, which 
is specially apparent in the Sarcophagus Chamber: ther: there Mariette gives 855 m. and 
8*29 m. as the respective breadths at the nearer and further ends o the room, while 
Mr Carter quotes 8o398 m. as a mean measurement; the height of the same room is 
indicated by Mariette as 5a82 m., while Mr Carter, making his measurement in a part of 
the room where the floor-level is different, states it as 5a23 m., i.e. exactly the 10 cubits 
named in the papyrus. In estimating Mr Carter's results it must be remembered that 
he had the data of the papyrus before him when he surveyed the tomb, and whenever it 
seemed that this could be fairly done he would naturally take his measurement at a point 
where it would be likely to agree with the papyrus; where, on the other hand, a dimension 
could not be accurately determined at all, owing the asymmetry of the the tomb, he gives 
us the mean of several measurements. To return to Lepsius' unfavourable verdict on the 
Turin plan, if the comparative tables printed on pp. 3-4 of his article2 are carefully 
studied, we shall find that the inaccuracy he complains of is to a large extent to be 
laid at his own door, and not at that of the ancient surveyor. In one case at least, the 
height of the niche W, c, he quotes Mariette wrongly, giving 1*20 m. for 1'02 m. of 
Mariette; in another case, namely the breadth of the Hall of Waiting (X), he gives as 
Mariette's measurement a dimenision not at all indicated by Mariette, and probably due 
to some combination of his figures that is not apparent. As regards the lengths of the 
various chambers, these are given piecemeal by Mariette, so that in every case the total 
length of a room is ascertained only by addition of the parts, the possibility of error in 
the resultant measurements being thus multiplied; the doorways, moreover, have proved a 
serious difficulty, the rebate of the door between X and Y, for example, being reckoned 
to Y, though the author of the Egyptian plan clearly intended the contrary. The worst 
error, however, into which Lepsius has fallen has been one of arithmetic pure and simple. 
His method of verification, in itself a perfectly proper one, has been to take the number 
of cubits and palms indicated by the papyrus for each measurement and to reduce them 
to metres on the assumption of a cubit of 0 450 m. and one of 0 525 m.; the alternative 
results are then compared with Mariette's measurements, these finally being used to find 
the length of the cubit that would have to be accepted if both the modern and ancient 
1 The most puzzling difference is that of the length of W, which Mr Carter gives as 13-264 m., while 
Mariette and the Description give respectively 14-07 m. and 14 14m. 
2 Zeitschrift fur dgyptische Sprache, vol. xxII (1884), pp. 1-5. 
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data were correct. By an accident that can be accounted for only by old age and failing 
health-his death occurred a few months later-Lepsius' calculations are vitiated by 
serious mistakes in every single case where the papyrus gives, not a whole number of 
cubits, but a number of cubits and some palms over'. Of the nineteen measurements 
tested by him seven are affected by errors of arithmetic in this way, one, as we have seen, 
contains a misquotation of Mariette, and several others are rendered doubtful, if not in- 
correct, by misconceptions of various kinds. No wonder, then, that Mr Carter's results 
are widely at variance with those of Lepsius. 
The measurements recorded on the verso of the papyrus prove, on comparison with 
Mr Carter's figures, to be just as unsatisfactory as those on the recto have been found to be 
satisfactory. Thirty-four numbers are quoted: of these only five are completely accurate, 
though three more may hesitatingly be included in this category; eight items are approxi- 
mately correct; the remaining eighteen are definitely at fault. The facts are even worse 
than the above sumrnmary would seem to imply, for the cases of complete and approximnative 
accuracy are mainly details of doorways, which are naturally less variable factors than the 
principal dimensions of rooms or passages. The question thus presents itself: does the 
verso refer to the tomb of Ramesses IV at all ? Mr Carter, sending his report from Thebes, 
conjectures that the verso contained notes or a draft of details for the plan on the recto; 
but how comes such a draft to be found on the verso2, which is usually the later-inscribed 
side of a papyrus ? The miscellaneous contents of the verso leave little room for doubting 
that these are posterior to the plan on the recto; and the fact that they contain, among 
other things, the dimensions of a royal tomb suggests that the owner was an architect who 
picked out this papyrus for his subsequent jottings from a chestful of waste odds and 
ends. But the conclusion almost inevitably following from this reconstruction of events is 
that the architect's interest in the tomb of Ramesses IV was a thing of the past, and con- 
sequently that the jottings on the verso refer to some later tomb. Could that tomb be the 
tomb of Ramesses V ? The explorations of the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings have made 
us acquainted with a tomb that was begun by Ramnesses V and completed by Ramesses VI; 
this is no. 9 of Lepsius, of which no plan with exact measurements has yet been published. 
Some dimensions are marked in the plan of the Description de l'E'gypte3, but not enough 
to test this possibility in a serious manner. Both the tomb of Ramesses V-VI and that 
of Ramesses IX contain four corridors followed by a Hall of Waiting, like the tomb of 
Ramesses IV; but, unlike the tomb of Ramesses IV, they have a pillared hall after the 
Hall of Waiting which might well be the Chariot-Hall named in our papyrus. 
Enough has been said to show that the problem of the verso cannot yet be considered 
as satisfactorily solved. Henceforth, however, the accuracy of the plan contained on the 
recto of the papyrus may be regarded as fully vindicated. 
1 Only one example need be quoted: Mariette gives the breadth of the niche W, d as 0'69 m., the 
papyrus stating that the said breadth measured 1 cubit, 2 palms; hence Lepsius deduces a cubit of 
0 627 m., whereas in reality the cubit works out at 5-36 m. on the right assumption that it contained 
7 palms, and at 5-17m. on the wrong assumption that there were six palms to the cubit. 
2 It must be noted that verso does not simply mean the side containing the less important writings; 
experience shows that the side of papyri to be first inscribed was as a rule the side where the fibres are 
at right angles to the selides. 
3 Antiquite's; vol. II, P1. 78, Figs. 1, 2. 
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